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PLAYING FOR AN OPTIMAL FIT 
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[1] A SERIOUS GAME 
 
We are living in a bargaining society1 and we are faced with grand challenges – also known as 
wicked problems.2 We are faced with serious bargaining challenges for which we need to get 
accustomed to some of the fundamental principles and insights of bargaining and game 
theory. But these principles and insights also have to be applied to real situations. So who is 
‘at the table’ in the societal game determines largely the outcome. In particular three corners 
of society interact with each other in this game: governments (the state), firms (the market) 
and citizens (communities or civil society). The process is one of formal rules and regulation. 
But it is also often a game in which informal rules and in particular different roles are 
traded/played off against each other. The outcome of the process is often not clear and 
depends on the intentions of the players, the roles they would like to play, but also the 
smartness with which they are able and willing to play the right card at the right moment. This 
Partnering game is intended to get you accustomed to the various roles each of the most 
important actors in society can play and the extent to which these roles can be used 
constructively to come up with solutions to important and complex challenges, such as the 
Sustainable Development Goals.   
 
As is known in game theory, a game in real-life is usually played in various rounds (so-called 
repeated games). 
 

[1] Start: who are 
at the table?  

 
 

                                                           
1 See Rob van Tulder with Alex van der Zwart (2006) International Business-Society Management, London: 
Routledge and the accompanying website: www.ib-sm.org; See also Rob van Tulder (2012) Skill Sheets, 
Amsterdam: Pearson International 
2 For more information on the distinction between wicked problems, see; www.partnershipsresourcecentre.nl  

http://www.ib-sm.org/
http://www.partnershipsresourcecentre.nl/
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[2] What is at 
stake (the table)? 

 
 

[3] Roles: what 
cards do you bring 
to the table? 

 
[4] Round 1: 
which of those 
cards do you use 
(and which do you 
keep up your 
sleeve)? 

 
[5] What kind of 
fit can you reach 
in this round? Is 
this fit enough to 
effectively deal 
with the problem 
(a) in the short 
run, (b) in the 
longer run? 
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[6] Round 2: what 
new cards should 
be brought to the 
table – in case the 
fit is not optimal; 
what fit can you 
now achieve? And 
do you think this 
can lead to an 
effective 
approach for the 
problem at hand? 
What type of 
partnership 
should we 
establish? 

 
 

 

[7] Round 3: 
evaluation; what 
did we achieve; 
and what 
potential role 
conflicts should 
we anticipate? 
What is the nexus 
between various 
problems we 
address and does 
our present play-
book and partner-
ship suffices?  
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[2] SEARCHING FOR THE BEST FIT 
 
 

 
 
 
   

1. Full trilateral fit: (#4). For all parties concerned this involves a first order partnership, in which 
none of the parties can mix up intentions and roles. The conditions for such a partnership type are 
first, that all the parties acknowledge that their failure to address a specific issue is part of the 
problem. Second, parties are willing to become really interdependent in their approach to the 
issue. We can hypothesize from the discussion in section one, that sustainable development can 
best materialize in case we find important representatives of the three societal spheres that are 
willing to operate in this societal segment and that understand for instance that this type of 
partnering requires an attitude beyond endorsing or facilitating (governments), delegating or 
outsourcing (firms), advocacy and service delivery (CSOs). This type of partnership requires 
important institutional and legal facilitative frameworks. It can be expected that this partnership 
type – when successfully established - has most capacity to develop a transformational relationship 
between the partners, because the commitment to engage in a mutually dependent relationship 
with each other is highest.  

 
 
2. Partial trilateral fit: three partnering strategies represent two parties that are fully engaged, while 

one party that is less so: #2 #5 and #8. Take for instance position #5: the partnership represents 
the willingness to partner from the CSO and the government, but only an effort to outsource from 
the corporate perspective. This position mirrors a typical educational partnership, in which firms 
support the project because of ‘good corporate citizenship’ considerations, but not because they 
consider themselves dependent upon the outcome of the partnership. We can hypothesize that 
the latter party will be the least loyal and will experience greater pressure for free-ridership. In 
case the two other parties have based the feasibility of the partnership on the financial support of 
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the firm, the continuity of the partnership might be hampered. In these configurations, partners 
will be able to create transition, but will only be able to reach a transformational stage in case they 
focus on key development issues that can be tackled at this specific societal interface with 
relatively limited involvement of the third party, for instance: hunger (#8), sanitation (#5) or 
ecology (#2). The “third party” then serves as support group or sponsor of the bilateral partnership 
– provided they are also aware of this role.    
 

3. Weak trilateral fit: three strategies present a particular challenge for the party that has most 
capacity to effectively engage in the partnership. In positions #3, #9 and #7, the interdependent 
strategy of one party is combined with the least dependent position of two other actors. In case 
of #3, the willingness of the government to partner, is linked to ‘outsourcing’ (firm) and a ‘service-
delivery’ (CSOs) strategy. In position #9, the willingness of civil society to partner, is coupled with 
an ‘outsourcing’ strategy (firm) and an ‘endorsing’ role of the government. It can be hypothesized, 
that all three positions – in order to be effective – require substantially strict governance measures 
in order to handle the sizable free-riding possibilities of this partnership. Due to the mixed motives 
and limited partnership orientation of the majority of the players, it can be expected that these 
partnership types will develop either a philanthropic or a transactional relationship. Reaching a 
transformative stage will be very challenging because one or the partners will not be willing to 
commit for a higher level of interdependency. 
 

4. Optimal bilateral fit: Bilateral partnerships that have the least risk of ‘crowding out’ are those 
partnerships that do not represent any major role for the third party. This includes partnerships 
#1 (no role beyond service-delivery for CSOs), #6 (no role for firms beyond outsourcing) and #10 
(no role or responsibilities for governments beyond endorsing). These three bilateral partnership 
types represent the ideal-typical PPP (#1), nPPP (#6) and PnP (#10) as defined in section 2. We can 
hypothesize that bilateral partnerships can only be effective for sustainable development – i.e. 
without compensatory governance measures - in case they belong to this particular constellation 
of dependencies and roles. These partnerships have the capacity to create an integrative or a 
transformational collaboration. They are not dependent on the input of the ‘third societal sector’, 
and have the capacity to reach bilaterally a high level of synergistic value in key areas of sustainable 
development like infrastructure (#1), private health (#10) and public education (#6).  

  

 
5. Partial bilateral fit. Positions #11-16 represent bilateral partnerships in which only one party is 

fully committed to the partnership. Positions #12 and #13 for instance show partnerships with the 
government in which the latter only wants to facilitate the project, rather than act as a partner. 
This position is taken in partnerships were the government is subsidising the partner rather than 
giving up part of its independence to come to a more shared outcome. The danger of misalignment 
of roles and expectations looms large in this type of ‘partnership’. In fact it would be analytically 
unjust to characterise this project as a partnership. For positions #16 and #14 the ‘partnership’ 
reveals a more limited ambition to partner for the CSO (that will use the partnership as part of an 
advocacy strategy), for position #11 and #15, the limited ambition is with the firm (that will 
probably use the partnership for reputational reasons). It can be expected that these partnership 
types will mainly develop a philanthropic or a transactional relationship between the parties. 
Achieving an integrative or a transformational collaboration will be almost impossible for these 
types of ‘partnerships’. 
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YOUR CARDS 

GOVERNMENT 
 

 
Government roles. The ideal-type government roles 

involve a public (governmental) organization, which is 

aimed at a non-profit oriented provision of public goods. 

This aim can be achieved by a large number of 

instruments, related to a variety of roles vis-á-vis business 

and civil society. Four basic roles are generally 

distinguished (Fox et al., 2002) which involve increasing 

levels of dependencies – implying that the effectiveness 

of government roles becomes dependent on the actions 

and reactions of the bargaining partners: (1) mandating, 

(2) facilitating, (3) partnering and (4) endorsing. In their 

mandating role, governments act primarily as regulators 

and standard-setters defining minimum behavioural norms. In the various areas of sustainable 

development, governments can set minimum wages (poverty alleviation), maximum emission 

standards (ecology), compulsory education ages or rules for public health. Governments have 

full autonomy over their inspectors and influence firms and civil society primarily through 

penalties (either legal or fiscal). Firms and civil society, on their part, can try to influence the 

(independent) government through lobby activities. In their facilitating role, governments 

search for more enabling instruments to create incentives for firms and citizens to move in the 

‘right’ direction and build the appropriate capacities to do so. This could include the use of 

procurement polices focused on particular goals such as corporate social responsibility or 

national competitiveness. Other measures are subsidies, but also the set up of public schools 

(education), public hospitals (health), child support systems and the like. Partnering implies 

that governments actively seek a combination of resources and stakeholder engagement. This 

can be done in the form of PPPs, but also in less formal organizational forms such as stakeholder 

dialogues and shared monitoring activities. The partnering role of government often comes in 

the form of semi-private regulation and covenants. The endorsing role of governments is the 

least involved and makes governments most dependent on firms and CSOs for achieving 

particular outcomes. Governments can for instance endorse company initiatives in fair labelling 

exercises, publish ‘best practices’, support quality control schemes or health campaigns, and/or 

explicitly support partnerships between firms and CSOs, without providing subsidies.  

  

MANDATING  

FACILITATING  

PARTNERING  

ENDORSING  
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YOUR CARDS 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
 

Civil society roles. The ideal-type civil society role 

includes a private organization, non-profit and non-

governmental oriented. Four roles of civil society 

organizations can be distinguished: (1) mutual-support, 

(2) advocacy, (3) partnering and (4) service provision. The 

function of civil society organizations is, first and 

foremost, to organise mutual support for groups of 

citizens, to create so called ‘club’ or ‘community’ goods 

and social value or social capital. CSOs are basically 

‘mutual support organizations’ (MSOs). All development 

related CSOs that want to remain independent either from 

states or firms have to have a solid foundation in 

membership, contributors or other autonomous sources of 

funding. Sustainable development on the basis of mutual support is founded in local communities or 

international CSOs that transfer money on the basis of ‘solidarity’.   

The advocacy role of CSOs, requires as much independence as possible, but is defined by the 

actual influence the organization can exert over other actors. Advocacy towards governments is exerted 

by human rights organizations like Amnesty International. Advocacy towards firms is exerted by labour 

unions and other social movement CSOs like ATTAC. Hybrid advocacy CSOs like Greenpeace or 

Friends of the Earth, try to influence both business and governments. An interesting mixture of roles 

appears in case a CSO receives funds from governments to engage in advocacy towards firms, or vice 

versa. For the business-CSO interface the attention for this type of action and advocacy oriented 

organizations has prevailed in the literature (Kourula & Laasonen, 2010). Many of these CSOs actually 

seek confrontation and debate in order to draw attention to single issues. They see the partnering space 

as one of framing through ‘blaming and shaming’ campaigns to highlight corporate responsibilities and 

inconsistencies. There are also more moderate and less confrontational CSOs in this segment. Other 

roles taken by CSOs in this segment are taking a supervisory role such as GRI or quality labels. The 

bulk (i.e. above 50%) of NGO roles at the interface with business relates to this watchdog and discussion 

oriented role. 

CSOs are still experimenting with their partnering or brokering role at the interface with 

business in particular. One of the problems partnering oriented CSOs face is how their strategy is 

perceived by their members/constituents. A more limited degree of ‘institutionalization’ (Van Huijstee, 

2010) of the partnering/brokering role in the own organization limits its power base towards the other 

organization. New NGOs are increasingly founded that aim at this ‘mediator’ or ‘broker’ in the face of 

societal conflict. The degree of independence of this NGO is generally low. Contributions of members 

in the form of donations and memberships fees are accepted on the condition that the donor accepts the 

independence of the NGO.  

The most dependent position in the relationship with firms and governments represents that of 

service provision. At the two interfaces with governments and firms, two additional roles can be 

discerned: first, the provision of private goods (for instance through social entrepreneurship or labelling) 

brings it in interaction with the market sector and gives them the identity of a non-profit organization 

(NPO); second, the provision of public goods defines its interaction with governments and gives them 

the identity of a non-governmental organization (NGO). Many development NGOs – also referred to as 

co-financing organizations - appeal to government to obtain additional funding for projects they carry 

out on behalf of civil society. These are largely local projects for the benefit of the local population. As 

such, NGOs are taking over part of what is traditionally regarded as government responsibilities. 

Companies have helped to found a number of NGOs whose sole purpose is to represent their interests. 

This type of CSOs shares a credibility problem, due their reliance on either government or corporate 

funding.  

MUTUAL SUPPORT  

ADVOCACY  

PARTNERING  

SERVICE-

PROVISION  
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YOUR CARDS 

FIRMS 
  

 

 

Corporate roles at the interface with civil society and 

governments generally take four shapes: (1) competing, (2) 

delegating, (3) partnering and (4) outsourcing. The power basis 

of companies (and their related fiduciary duty and legitimacy) 

is derived from their profit-orientation (which generates 

capital) and is embedded in competition (Table 1). For this role 

to develop, society grants substantial freedom and 

independence – also in terms of power exertion - to companies. 

Governments use their facilitator role towards firms by 

checking whether firms do violate the basic principles of free 

and fair competition. Firms have started to adopt Corporate 

Social Responsibility (CSR) programmes in order to support 

their wider relationship with society. Corporations have 

thereby adopted (a combination of) two approaches: first to earn profits and later give part of it back to 

society through philanthropic initiatives,  and second to integrate CSR in the core activities of the 

corporation. Corporate foundations were created to implement the first strategy. Corporate foundations 

are often legal independent entities, but their actual independence is often debated, although it has been 

observed that their relative independence also can create conflicts of interests with the mother company 

(Westhues & Einwiller, 2006). Corporate foundations are part of a ‘delegating’ exercise on CSR themes. 

Corporations also created business support organizations to influence the public debate in favor of the 

company or created for tax reasons. In particular these entities pose a problem for CSSPs: should they 

be classified as NGOs – and thus representative of civil society – or as corporate entities? It is suggested 

that in case an organization is 100% dependent on corporate funding, it should be classified as a 

‘delegated’ – semi-dependent – entity of the market sphere.  

As regards the partnering role, it is increasingly acknowledged that partnerships of firms can only 

contribute to address the problems of sustainable development, in case the initiatives are directly related 

to the core activities of corporations. CSSPs that are initiated by the foundations of corporations 

represent a more philanthropic type of engagement. This is however changing because companies are 

increasingly trying to make their corporate foundations more strategic, which makes them more 

dependent upon their mother company. Most cross-sector partnerships research has not yet distinguished 

whether or not companies engage in partnerships through their foundations. Herlin and Thusgaard 

Pedersen (2012) in a case study on one Danish corporate foundation conclude that the corporate 

foundation has a bridging function towards NGOs (for instance by facilitating dialogues through 

convening, translating and mediation). Its effect on securing internal commitment to the topic of the 

partnership has been more influential on the corporate side than on the CSO side. This illustrates its 

relative bargaining position, which is stronger towards the corporation than towards the CSOs. 

Corporate foundations help firms in particular to move forward along the collaboration continuum 

(Austin, 2000; Austin & Seitanidi, 2012). But they are ‘fragile bridges’, certainly when it comes to 

partnerships that focus on issues linked to the core competencies of the company (Austin, 2000). They 

are likely to be primarily effective catalyst for partnerships that are not related to the core business. 

Corporations can finally outsource their (CSR) activities to independent actors. A large number of 

specialized firms have developed that support firms in their communication and CSR implementation 

strategies as semi-independent entities. Accountancy firms – in their advisory identity – have become 

important actors in this area have: they take an interesting intermediate position in society as semi-

private supervising organizations. In this area also a large number of organizations function as service 

providers to firms, governments and CSO alike. 

COMPETING  
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